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Using the Decision Tree
Thinking about Maggie’s current program…
1. Is the program developed internally, or is it based on the program design of another program 
or organization?

Yes, it is developed internally. Go to Question 2.
No, it is based on the program design of another program. Go to Question 5.

2. Is the program new or has it been offered in an essentially consistent and comparable way in 
past years?

Yes, the program is new. 
⮚ Because the program is new and developed internally, select the New Program Tier.

No, the program has been offered in past years. Go to Question 3.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first questions of the tree address specifically what your program does currently.  Question one is the starting point:  Is the program developed in house by your organization, or is it an implementation of a program developed elsewhere.  If your program is primarily done in house you’ll continue with the questions in order, if you are implementing an external program, you’ll skip too question 5.  Maggie’s program is developed in house (though she may be looking at adding external components), so she answers Yes.  Question 2, which is specifically about a program you developed in house, asks whether you have offered the program before.  If you’ve never offered the program before, you’re done!  There is no way you could have data on a never before offered program, so you will be in the New tier.  Maggie’s program has been in existence for several years, so it is not New.  She moves to question 3. 



Decision Tree – Question #3

3. In prior years, has data been collected on the outputs and outcomes of the program? 
Please refer to the Performance Chart for the relevant data sets. 

Yes, data has been collected on the performance metrics. Go to Question 4.
No, data has not been collected on the performance metrics.

⮚ Because the program has been delivered previously but data was not collected on the 
performance metrics, select the Experience Program Tier.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Question 3 distinguishes between programs that have historical data of outcomes and outputs, vs programs that have not.  Maggie’s program has collected data, so she answers Yes, and goes to question 4.  For organizations that have not collected performance data in the past, to score points for the Experience tier you will be asked to provide testimonials, recommendations, participant feedback to surveys, or any other feedback you have received demonstrating the positive impact of your program. 



Decision Tree – Question #4
4. Has an evaluation of your program been reviewed by DOL’s Clearinghouse for Labor Evaluation and 
Research (CLEAR)/Other Entity?  

Yes, a program evaluation has been submitted to CLEAR/Other Entity.
⮚ If the program evaluation received a “high” rating and demonstrated both a positive and meaningful 

outcome and there is another review from CLEAR or Other Entity that supports the same, select the 
High Evidence Program Tier, and complete the Documentation of Evidence Chart for the High or 
Moderate Evidence Program Tier to reference the CLEAR/Other Entity Review Study.

⮚ If the program evaluation received a “moderate” rating and demonstrated both a positive and 
meaningful outcome, select the Moderate Evidence Program Tier and complete the Documentation of 
Evidence Chart for the High or Moderate Evidence Program Tier to reference the CLEAR/Other Entity 
Review Study. 

⮚ If the program evaluation has not yet been reviewed, or received the “low” rating, select the 
Performance Program Tier, submit performance metrics, and complete the Performance Chart. 

No, a program evaluation has not been reviewed by CLEAR/Other Entity.
⮚ Select the Performance Program Tier and submit performance metrics and requirements in the 

Performance Chart.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Question #4 gets into the moderate and high evidence tiers.  To answer yes for your program, you need to have had your program publish a study, and have that study evaluated by CLEAR (or another evaluating entity from the list above).  If you have had 2 different studies show a positive outcome and achieve a high evidence tier, you are “high evidence”, and answer Yes.  If you have one study that demonstrates positive outcomes, and that study is rated as moderate or high, you have “moderate” evidence on our decision. For almost everyone (possibly for everyone) the answer will be no to this one. Maggie’s organization has not had a published study done, so her answer is No, and she goes to the Performance program Tier Chart.

https://clear.dol.gov/about
https://clear.dol.gov/about
https://clear.dol.gov/about


Performance Chart
History Training Data Employment Data Wage Data

History of 
Initiative 
(Grants, 
Program, 
Service) Year

Number of 
Participants

Number of 
Completers % Completion

Number of 
Industry Based 
Certifications

Number 
Employed 
at 6 months

% 
Employed 
at 6 months

Number 
employed at 
12 months 
(Q3+Q4)

% 
Employed 
at 12 
months

Average 
Wage 
increase 
(Q2, Q3, 
Q4)

Average 
Wage 
increase %

Expansion 
Grant

2018 100 90 90% 90 89 99% 87 97% $5.00/hr 20%

Pilot Grant 2017 105 76 72% 76 60 83% 65 85% $3.50/hr 15%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Performance Program Tier that you have selected must be supported by data and information showing that the program creates an intended change in participants, and that participants show a positive outcome following the program. Fill out the chart on the following page as completely as possible with the data of previously implemented programs. Historical output and outcome data must represent at least two years of program implementation, either directly collected or from the similar program being used as evidence. Also, provide information that will support demonstration of your organization’s ability to manage grant programs to significant and strong outcomes such as an evaluation from this or a similar program to support the design and anticipated outputs and outcomes. The chart shown will be included in the application. Information from previous grants, programs, and services may be included in the application. Please group your information first by funding source or type of grant.  Include information from previous grants directly related to the RFA, and list at least two years or more of data.  Please note that data does not need to be from the same funding source both years, but should be from the same program (which also needs to be the program you are proposing in your application!).  In the example here, Maggie has received funding from two different funding sources in two different years, but both supported the same program.  



Evaluation Table
Evaluation Source (from list below) Please list name of entity
Study #1 name: Please copy/paste from CLEAR/Other Entity. 

Study Full Citation: Please copy/paste from CLEAR/Other Entity.

Findings: Please copy/paste from CLEAR/Other Entity.

CLEAR/Other Entity Causal Evidence 
Rating:

Please copy/paste from CLEAR/Other Entity.

Key elements of the study program that will 
be implemented:

Elements of the study program that will be 
changed or not implemented, and why these 
changes do not affect the validity of the 
comparison:

Data to be collected to compare outcomes 
between the study and proposed programs: 

Appropriateness of proposed geography 
and population to be served:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For High or Moderate Evidence Program Tiers Complete this chart to reference the CLEAR or Other Entity (listed below) reviewed study of the comparable, replicable program. Only studies that have been evaluated by Clearinghouse for Labor Evaluation and Research (CLEAR) or by an Other Entity listed below may be used to support a proposed program. Attach the complete study or studies to your application.  Please remember that you will need 2 studies if you are going for High Evidence and 1 study if you are going for Moderate Evidence.So far we have only been looking at in-house developed programs, so many of these questions will be very easy to answer.  Assuming you are not making any changes to your program, since the study was of your program directly you will be implementing 100% of the program as described, and you will not be changing anything so there will be nothing that is changed or not implemented.  Data to be collected would be the same type of data previously collected, and the geography and population would be appropriate, since it’s the same geography and the target population would be the same.  If you are implementing changes, you will need to provide more detail where appropriate.  If you are simply replicating an existing program at a new site, you would provide information on why you expect the new geography and population to still be appropriate for your program.  If you are changing the structure of your program, you would need to explain why, and why you do not think it would decrease the effectiveness of your program.You would also use this table if you are implementing another organizations evaluated program, but I will discuss that in a little more detail in a moment.  When you are implementing another organization’s program, you would need to address all the questions, and explain how you are taking their program and producing an essentially similar program for your organization.



Decision Tree - Question #5
FOR PROGRAMS THAT ARE IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM DESIGN OF ANOTHER PROGRAM 
AND EXPECT SIMILAR PERFORMANCE OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES ONLY:

5. Is the design of your program essentially similar to the program design and theory of change 
of the original program that this application proposes to implement?

Yes, our program will be essentially similar and have high fidelity to the original. Go to 
Question 6.
No, our program will incorporate significant changes from the model program.

⮚ Because your program is not a high-fidelity implementation of an existing program, select 
the New Program Tier.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Question 5 is the start of the track for determining the level if you are implementing a program that is replicating another organizations’ program.  The first key point is that for you to be able to use the date/evaluations from another organization, you need to be able to demonstrate that your program will be essentially similar and your implementation will be high-fidelity enough that you could reasonably expect the same results.  If the replicated program has career coaches, you would need to have people (either staff or volunteers depending on the model) fulfilling the career coach role.  If you wanted to name the position “Career advisor”, that would not be a substantial change.  If you are increasing the average caseload of the positions, that would be a substantial change.  If the model program offered training in plumbing and your program offers training in dry wall installation, you would need to be able to justify why the change in the type of training is not substantial change (depending on circumstances it could go either way).  Maggie’s program is in house, so she wouldn’t normally answer this question, but if she decided to implement the model that was found in the study, and the plan was to create an essentially similar program, she would answer Yes.  If she was only pulling a small element (for example, if she wanted to add career coaches, but wasn’t going to replicate the exact model), the answer would be No.



Decision Tree - Question #6
6. Was an evaluation of the original program reviewed by CLEAR/Other Entity and there is another study 
from CLEAR or Other Entity that supports the same, and demonstrated both a positive and meaningful 
outcome?

Yes, an evaluation was reviewed by CLEAR/Other Entity and there is a second study that supports the 
same.

⮚ If the program evaluation received a “high” rating, select the High Evidence Program Tier, and 
complete the Documentation of Evidence Chart for the High Evidence Program Tier to reference the 
CLEAR/ Other Entity Review Study. 

⮚ If the program evaluation received a “moderate” rating, select the Moderate Evidence Program Tier 
and complete the Documentation of Evidence Chart for the Moderate Evidence Program Tier to 
reference the CLEAR/ Other Entity Review Study. 

⮚ If the evaluation has not yet been reviewed or received the “low” rating, select the Performance 
Program Tier and complete the Performance Chart.

No, an evaluation was not submitted. Go to question 7.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This question is similar to question 4, as it asks whether the program you are implementing in an essentially similar manner has received High or Moderate studies from CLEAR or one of the other entities.  If I has, you would fill out the table I showed a moment ago and include information on how you are implementing the program, and why any changes you are making are not substantial and should not effect the expected outcomes.If the program you are implementing was evaluated, but is not high or moderate, you should have enough data from the evaluation to provide Performance data for 2 years, and can fill out the chart shown previously.  If the evaluation doesn’t give you sufficient data, or if the program has not been evaluated by CLEAR or one of the other entities, you would answer No, and go to question 7.In Maggie’s case, if she was implementing the study we referenced above, she would answer Yes.  If she was getting her program information from some other source she would answer no.



Decision Tree - Question #7
7. Do you have performance data or a detailed evaluation from the original program?

Yes, we have performance data from the original program. 
⮚ Select the Performance Program Tier and complete the Performance Chart as completely as 

possible with data from the original program.
No, we do not have performance metrics data from the original program. 

⮚ Because your program does not have data from the original program, select the Experience 
Program Tier.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the last question, and it addresses whether you have data from a source other than an evaluation by CLEAR or one of the other entities.  If your cousin runs a program in Utica New York and you want to implement it here in Texas, you can gather the program model, program outcomes, etc and provide that information directly from the other organization.  If the other program does not have data, or is not willing to share it, you will be operating on the Experience Program tier, and can use testimonials, survey feedback, or other statements from that program about why it is a successful program.
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